2014 PONY TAIL WRAPS
(New improved method!)
By Sherry Titzer
http://www.atimetostitch.com
(See list of supplies in the text file provided with your designs)

1. Cut fabric, interfacing & cutaway stabilizer to sizes
noted in the text file according to wrap size being made.
(3 sizes). I used Faux “leather look” fabric for the front
but you can use cotton fabric and just add thin fusible
fleece to the wrong side to add more body.

2. Hoop wash away stabilizer. Stitch placement line on
stabilizer. Fold cutaway stabilizer in half to 3 ¼” wide & mark
center on the fold. Remove hoop & flip over. Place folded edge
of stabilizer next to placement line keeping center marks even.
Unfold stabilizer flat & tape corners. Put hoop on machine.

3. Next step stitches cutaway stabilizer down with a
single stitch outline and a zig-zag stitch outline.

4. Remove hoop and trim the WASH AWAY stabilizer from
INSIDE the outline.

5. Flip hoop over and trim the cutaway stabilizer from
OUTSIDE the outline.

6. With hoop still flipped over, center interfaced lining fabric
over the outline. Tape corners, put hoop on machine.
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7. Next step stitches outline to tack lining down and
8. Flip hoop to right side and center “front” fabric over the
stitches buttonholes for the snap clip. Remove hoop and
outline. Tape corners, put hoop on machine.
flip over to cut slits in the buttonholes.

9. Next step tacks “front” fabric down and stitches small 10. When finished stitching design, remove hoop and trim the
circles for snap placement. (I used contrasting thread so fabric close to the outline stitches on BOTH sides of the hoop.
I could see them better to install the snaps later!)
Put hoop on machine.

11. Next step - satin stitching around the edge. The last 12. Remove hoop and flip over to trim wrap from wash away
step stitches 2 small buttonholes at the bottom if you
stabilizer. Run warm wet rag along edge of wrap to dissolve
want to add ribbon and beads (this is optional)
any remaining stabilizer.
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13. Use “Goody” Snap Clips (12/pkg - 1 ¾” long) or the
14. If not done, cut slits in buttonholes & slide the snap clip into
slightly larger snap clips (8/pkg – 2 ¼” long).
and out of the buttonholes as shown.
I prefer the smaller 1 ¾” clips! (see note below)

15. Install button snaps on each side so the wrap snaps
Pony Tail Wraps shown in three lengths. 5” – 6” – 7”
together in the back. (Use 3/8” round cap snaps)
SIMPLE TO USE!
Put hair in pony tail with elastic holder. Add 2nd elastic holder 3”- 4” down to hold hair together.
Slide snap clip over top of pony tail (above elastic holder) & snap closed. Pull sides of wrap around
pony tail and snap wrap together! You can remove the 2nd elastic pony tail holder if preferred.

USE snap clips where the snap bar starts at the end of the
clip and is almost the same length as the clip top.

DO NOT USE snap clips like this. The snap bar starts
about ½” in from end of clip so this style will not work!
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